2022 Rules Knowledge
Quiz #5 Answers
1. A 3/7 at the B-9. RB A40 runs around the left side where he is legally hit by B56 at the B-2. A40
fumbles the ball which bounces at the B-1 and then hits the front of the pylon where it then falls into the
end zone where A80 falls on it.
Ruling: B 1/10 at the B-20, snap. The pylon is considered out of bounds and therefore the ball is
out of bounds behind the GL resulting in a touchback.
2. A Free kick at the A-35. A1 kicks the ball high and deep. B2 catches the kick at the B-5 and advances
to the 50 where he is tackled by A2. During the kick, B44 and B45 line up shoulder to shoulder at
the B-20.
Ruling: B 1/10 at the B-10, snap. B44 and B45 commit a foul for an illegal wedge. Foul is enforced
half the distance.
3. A 1/10 at the A-25. QB A13 drops back to pass and throws a pass over the middle that is tipped and
intercepted by B1 at the A-40. B1 runs to the A-15 where he is tackled. During the return, B2 blocks
A88 below the waist at the A-30. After B1 is tackled, A56 hits B99 from behind pushing him over the
pile.
Ruling: B 1/10 at the A-30, snap. Enforce the BBW from the A-30 and then enforce the DB UNS
foul. 1st UNS foul on A56.

4. A 3/4 at the B-44. QB A8 drops back into the pocket at the A-45 and just after he releases a forward
pass, rushing linebacker B19 forcibly contacts the head of A8 which causes him to go to the ground.
TE A44 runs a crossing route and contacts B44 who his covering A10. This contact frees A10 who
catches the pass at the B-39 for a Team A first down.
Ruling: A 3/4 at the B-44. B19 commits a foul for RPS and PF TGT. A44 commits a foul for OPI.
These two fouls will offset, however B19 would be disqualified. Additionally, should A8 require
any sort of medical attention, then he would need to sit out for one play.
5. A 4/9 at the A-45. A25 is downfield to cover the punt, and the bouncing ball hits his leg at the B-15.
As the ball rolls along the ground, B44 holds A66 at the B-35. At the B-10, B22 muffs the ball which
rolls into the end zone where A25 recovers it.
Ruling: A 1/10 at the B-45, snap. ROP is a touchdown for Team A, however, due to the illegal
touch, Team A cannot keep the score, but we can now enforce the Team B hold, which
occurred during the kick, and will be enforced from the previous spot, giving Team A a 1 st
down.

